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Magnetic Therapy Wrist Support (#6140 and #6141)

Magnetic therapy has been around for over 1000 years. And with recent studies by MIT,
Columbia, as well as numerous universities throughout Asia and Europe, magnets have
been shown to increase blood circulation and help relieve pain. With the increase in
blood circulation, it helps bring more oxygen and nutrients to the affected area. The
magnetic field does not heal; it merely aids the cells in creating an optimum environment
in which the body can begin to heal itself, thus aiding in the healing process and reducing
the recovery time.
Caution: Do not use this product if you are pregnant or use a pacemaker or insulin
pump. Do not use this product over an open wound or drug delivery skin patches. Do
not apply this product over a sprain or bruise within the first 48 hours of injury.

Magnetic Therapy
Magnetic Therapy Insoles (#61100)
Patented triple layer process provides exceptional cushioned comfort, maximum penetration, and
superior results
Designed to soothe your feet from everyday aches and pains
Unique linear magnetic design insures coverage of entire foot
Made from 2550 gauss material
Orthowick covering helps keep feet dry
Can be trimmed to fit perfectly inside shoes
One size fits all
Latex free
Application Instructions: Cut enclosed paper patterns to fit inside of shoes. Trace paper pattern on
magnetic insoles, cut insoles, and insert shoes with gray Orthowick side facing up.
Sizes: One size

Magnetic Therapy Back Support (#61000)
15 custom designed bi-polar magnets for maximum penetration and superior results
Each magnet is made from 3950 gauss material
Soft segmented latex free elastic conforms to your body
Uniquely designed too provide comfort from everyday aches and pains
One size fits all
Latex free
Application Instructions: Place magnets over affected area. Wrap elastic around body and secure with
contact closure. To make support smaller, fold elastic under for proper fit. Wear support as needed
until desired effect is reached.
Sizes: One size (Up to 52”)

Magnetic Therapy
Magnetic Therapy Wrist Wrap (#61300)
3 custom designed bi-polar magnets for maximum penetration and superior results
Each magnet is made from 3950 gauss material
Uniquely designed to provide comfort from everyday aches and pains
Allows for full finger dexterity
One size fits all
Latex free
Application Instructions: Insert thumb through loop, stretch toward the back of the hand, around
wrist, and secure contact closure. Wear support as needed until desired effect is reached.
Sizes: One size

Magnetic Therapy Wrist Support, Right (#6140)
Magnetic Therapy Wrist Support, Left (#6141)
6 custom designed bi-polar magnets surround your wrist for maximum penetration and superior
results
Each magnet is made from 3950 gauss material
Uniquely designed to provide comfort from everyday aches and pains
Allows for full finger dexterity
One size fits all
Available in: S, M, L, and XL
Specify left or right
Latex free
Application Instructions: Center top magnet in palm of hand. Stretch elastic around wrist and secure
with contact closures. Wear support as needed until desired effect is reached.
Sizing: Measure width of palm at base of thumb.
Sizes: S (2 ½”-3”), M (3”-3 ½”), L (3 ½”-4”), and XL (4”-4 ½”)

